the condition for three equal roots, or, say, for a root system 31, is that the quadrinvariant and the cubinvariant each of them vanish, viz. we must have l = a e -4#<Z-4-3c*=0,
I n considering the conditions for the existence of given systems of equalities between the roots of an equation, we obtain some very interesting examples of the composition of relations. A relation is either onefold, expressed by a single equation U = 0 , or it is, say yfc-fold, expressed by a system of Jc or more equations. O f course, as regards onefold relations, th e theory of the composition is well kno w n : the relation U V = 0 is a relation compounded of the relations U = 0 , V = 0 ; th a t is, it is a relation satisfied if, and not satisfied unless one or the other of the two component relations is satisfied. The like notion of composition applies to relations in general; viz., the compound relation is a relation satisfied if, and not satisfied unless one or the other of the two component rela tions is satisfied. I purposely refrain at present from any further discussion of the theory o f composition. I say th a t the conditions for the existence of given systems of equalities between the roots of an equation furnish instances of such composition; in fact, if we express th a t the function ( #^r , y)n, and its first-derived function in regard to #, or, w hat is th e same thing, th a t the first-derived functions in regard to # , y respectively, have a common quadric factor, we obtain between the coefficients a certain twofold rela tion, which implies either th a t the equation (*X#, 0 has three equal roots, or else th at it has two pairs of equal ro o ts; th a t is, the relation in question is satisfied if, and it is not satisfied unless there is satisfied either the relation for the existence of three equal roots, or else the relation for the existence of two pairs of equal roots; or the relation for the existence of the quadric factor is compounded of the last-mentioned two relations. The relation for the quadric factor, for any value whatever of n, is at once seen to be expressible by means of an oblong m atrix, giving rise to a series of deter minants which are each to be p u t = 0 ; the relation for three equal roots an<^^ two pairs of equal roots, in the particular cases 4 and n 5, are given in my on the Conditions for the existence of given Systems of Equalities between t e roo s o an Equation," Phil. Trans, vol. cxlvii. (1857), pp. 727-731; and I propose m the present Memoir to exhibit, for the cases in question 4 and 5, the connexion e ween e compound relation for the quadric factor with the component relations for the three equal roots and for the two pairs of equal roots respectively.
Article Nos. 1 to 8, the Quartic. The condition for two pairs of equal roots, or for a root sj stem 22, is that the cubicovariant vanishes identically, viz. representing this by (A, B, 5C, 10D, 5E, F, we must have A = a2d -3abc+2 = 0 , 7. T he determ inants thus vanish if (I, J ) = 0 , th a t is, for th e root system 31; they will also vanish w ith out th is being so, if only 
where it is to be noticed th a t th e four equations having the left-hand side = 0, give
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B : C : D : E : F proportional to the determinants of the matrix d^ 3 c , ,
-e , -, b the determinants in question contain each the factor <?, and omitting this factor, the system shows that B, C, D, E, F are proportional to their before-mentioned actual values.
Article Nos. 9 to 15, the Quintic.
9. For the quintic function («, 5, c, d , e, / 3 0 , y ) \ the condition of a root system 41 is that the covariant, Table No . 14, shall vanish, viz. we must have A = 2 ( a e-4&24-3c2) = 0 ,
10. The condition of a root system 32 is that the following covariant, viz. No. 14 = ( 13. These determinants must therefore vanish, for (A, B, C )= 0 , and also for (&, 1$, . . . 31, J il) = 0, that is, they must be syzygetically connected with (A, B, C), and also with (g, 35, . . . 31, J¥l). The relation to (A, B, C) is in fact given in the Table  appended to Table No . 27, viz. this is where the brackets () denote numerical coefficients, determinate as to their ratios.
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15. Assuming the existence of these relations, we have for the determination of the numerical coefficients in each relation a set of linear equations, which are shown by the following Tables, viz. referring to the Table headed <?3l, 535 , «C, a.1234, if the multipliers of terms respectively be A, B, C, X , then the Table denotes the system of linear equations 0 A + 3 B + 3 3 C + 0 X = 0 , 3 A + 0 B -1 0 2 C -1 6 X = 0 , &c., that is, nine equations to be satisfied by the ratios of the coefficients A, B, C, X , and which are in fact satisfied by the values at the foot of the Table, viz. A : B : C: X = 6 6 : -11: + 1 : + 6 .
There would be in all fourteen Tables, but as those for the second seven would be at once deducible by symmetry from the first seven, I have only written down the seven T ables; the solutions for the first and second Tables were obtained without difficulty, but th at for the third Table was so laborious to calculate, and contains such extraordinarily high numbers, that I did not proceed with the calculation, and it is accordingly only the first, second, and third Tables which have at the foot of them respectively the solutions of the linear equations.
16. The results given by these three Tables are, of a .12 3 6 = 0 . I t is to be noticed that the nine coefficients of this last equation were obtained from, and th at they actually satisfy, a system of fourteen linear equations; so that the cor rectness of the result is hereby verified.
17. The seven Tables are   F irst Table. c Table. e®. And the remaining seven Tables m ight of coarse be deduced from these by writing (/* *, d, c, b, a) instead of (#, b, c, d, e, f ) , a the top line of each Table. 18. The equations < 3 = 0 ,3 5 = 0 ,...., ;0 l= O consequently establish between the fifteen functions 1234, 1235, . . . 3456 a system of fourteen equations, viz. the first and last three of these are 
